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1 Context of the series

¿e series, Sprache im Kontext/Language in Context (SIK), was founded in 1997. Up to 2018 (vols. 1 through 43), it
was edited by Ruth Wodak (Vienna/Lancaster) and Martin Stegu (Vienna) and published by Peter Lang.
As of 2019, with the change of the editorial board, the series is in the program of De Gruyter.

2 Thematic scope

SIK is a publication of the Austrian society for Applied Linguistics (verbal). Accordingly, the series represents the
scope of Applied Linguistics as it is envisaged and practiced in the Austrian or verbal context, that is a problem
oriented, socially rooted, critical form of linguistics.
Applied Linguistics, in this conception, is conceived as an investigation into language in context, particularly in

the context of social and political processes and discourses. As a problem oriented discipline, Applied Linguistics
proposes critical analyses and potential solutions, and it participates in discursive negotiations. Particularly
(though not exclusively) the following topics are relevant to the series:

– Language use in politics

– Language policy and linguistic rights

– Language (use) in organizations and institutions

– Migration, globalization and multilingualism

– Language teaching and learning in formal and informal contexts

– Language use in the classroom

– Language teaching methodology

– Language perception, language ideologies and metapragmatic discourse

– Language, social inequality and discrimination

– Language and/as empowerment

– Language and gender

– Mediality, multimodality and materiality of communication
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Drawing on a dynamic and interactional notion of context, Language in Context also means that language and
language use are themselves a constitutive part of context (i. e., they are contextualizing factors). ¿e series thus
collects particularly monographs and collected volumes that demonstrate how language and language use (as
practice or object of discourse) are part and motor of social and political processes, and how it frames (and
delimits) the agency and action of social actors.

3 Target audience

According to the problem focused and socially rooted perspective, the volumes in the series do not only address
applied linguists at universities and other higher educational institutions, but also decision makers in institutions
dealing with linguistic issues as well as NGOs and all readers who are interested in the social dynamics of language
and language use.

4 Languages of publication

Main publication languages are German and English. Within collected works, chapters in other languages are
possible.

5 Quality assurance

All volumes are subject to a double-blind peer review process.
¿e scienti�c board of the series includes the board of verbal (minus the series editors). Currently, the board

consists of the following persons:

– Marietta Calderón Tichy (Salzburg)

– Rudolf de Cillia (Vienna)

– Ursula Doleschal (Klagenfurt)

– Helmut Gruber (Vienna)

– Barbara Hinger (Innsbruck)

– Ulrike Jessner (Innsbruck)

– Sabine Lehner (Vienna)

– Benedikt Lutz (Krems)

– Heike Ortner (Innsbruck)

– Hermine Penz (Graz)

– Marie-Luise Pitzl (Vienna)

– Claudia Posch (Innsbruck)

– Martin Stegu (Vienna)

– Ruth Wodak (Lancaster and Vienna)
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